Abstract-Frequency-hopping sequences (FHSs) are employed to mitigate the interferences caused by the hits of frequencies in frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems. In this paper, we present two new constructions for FHS sets. We first give a new construction for FHS sets of length nN for two positive integers n and N with gcd(n, N) = 1. We then present another construction for FHS sets of length (q − 1)N, where q is a prime power satisfying gcd(q − 1, N) = 1. By these two constructions, we obtain infinitely many new optimal FHS sets with respect to the Peng-Fan bound as well as new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, which have length nN or n(q −1)N. As a result, a great deal of flexibility may be provided in the choice of FHS sets for a given frequency-hopping spread spectrum system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
F REQUENCY-HOPPING spread spectrum techniques have been widely used in ultrawideband communications, military applications, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and so on [1] - [6] . A frequency-hopping sequence (FHS) represents an ordered list of the frequencies assigned to a user at each time slot. In communication systems based on frequency-hopping, it is necessary to properly select an FHS or an FHS set in order to mitigate the interference caused by the hits of frequencies. For example, multiple access systems require FHS sets with low correlation and large size, while some systems such as Bluetooth need a single FHS with good autocorrelation. For these reasons, design of good FHSs or FHS sets has been a major issue in frequency-hopping spread spectrum systems.
The main purpose of FHS design is to find an FHS or an FHS set which is optimal under a given condition. In general, the optimality of an FHS set is measured by the Peng-Fan bound [7] , whereas that of a single FHS is by the LempelGreenberger bound [8] . There are several algebraic or combinatorial constructions for optimal FHSs or FHS sets in the literature [8] - [27] . Moreover, some generic extension methods have been proposed [28] , [29] , which generate several new families of optimal FHS sets. In the case that no mathematical structure which gives an optimal FHS set with some desired parameters has been found, extension of a given FHS set may be a good alternative to obtain new FHS sets with such parameters.
In this paper, we present two new extension methods for an FHS set, which increase its length and alphabet size, but preserve its maximum Hamming correlation. We first give a new construction for FHS sets of length n N for two positive integers n and N with gcd(n, N) = 1. We then present another construction for FHS sets of length (q − 1)N, where q is a prime power with gcd(q − 1, N) = 1. The two construction methods can be applied to any existing FHSs or FHS sets satisfying some constraints, as summarized in Table I . Moreover, by properly combining the two methods, it is possible to obtain infinitely many new optimal FHS sets with respect to the Peng-Fan bound as well as new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, which have length n N or n(q − 1)N. As a result, a great deal of flexibility may be provided in the choice of FHSs or FHS sets for a given frequency-hopping spread spectrum system. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we give some preliminaries to FHSs. We give a new construction of FHS sets with length n N and provide some new optimal FHS sets and optimal FHSs as its example in Section III. We present a new construction of FHS sets with length (q − 1)N and obtain optimal FHS sets and optimal FHSs with new parameters in Section IV. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, the following notation will be used:
• x y : the least nonnegative residue of x modulo y for an integer x and a positive integer y; • z : the largest integer less than or equal to z;
• z : the least integer greater than or equal to z; • Z n : the ring of integers modulo n for a positive integer n. 
For two FHSs X and Y of length N over F , the (periodic) Hamming correlation between X and Y is defined as 
The maximum out-of-phase Hamming autocorrelation of X is defined as
If H (X) = λ a for a nonnegative integer λ a , X is called an (N, M, λ a ) -FHS. In general, the optimality of an FHS is measured by the Lempel-Greenberger bound.
Theorem 2 (Lempel-Greenberger Bound, [8] 
where b = N M . The Lempel-Greenberger bound can be rewritten as follows.
Corollary 3 ([12]):
For any FHS X of length N over a frequency set of size M,
where
Let X be an FHS set consisting of L FHSs of length N over F with |F | = M. For f ∈ F , the number of appearances of f in X is defined as
For any two distinct FHSs X and Y of X , let
The maximum out-of-phase Hamming autocorrelation H a (X ) and the maximum Hamming crosscorrelation H c (X ) of X are defined as
respectively. The maximum Hamming correlation of X is defined as [7] ): Let X be an FHS set consisting of L FHSs of length N over F with |F | = M. Then
The following corollary is frequently used as a simplified version of the Peng-Fan bound.
Corollary 5 ( [7] ):
M . In practical applications, the required length and alphabet size of an FHS or an FHS set are variable according to the specification of a given system or environment. Thus, it is very important to select FHSs or FHS sets with optimal Hamming correlation under the given condition. In the following sections, two new FHS construction methods will be presented, from which infinitely many new optimal FHSs or FHS sets can be obtained.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF FREQUENCY-HOPPING SEQUENCES OF LENGTH n N
Several optimal FHS sets were constructed from algebraic or combinatorial structures [8] - [27] . In the case that no mathematical structures for optimal FHS sets with some desirable parameters can be found, extension of a given FHS set may be a good solution to obtain new optimal FHS sets with such parameters. In [28] , Chung et al. applied the interleaving technique [30] , [31] to the construction of FHS sets. As a result, an
While the number of frequencies is fixed in this extension, the maximum correlation increases and the set size decreases. Later, Zeng et al. [29] presented another extension method of FHS sets by using the interleaving technique and field extension, in which the maximum correlation and the set size are preserved. These two extension methods are generic in the sense that they can be applied to any FHS set satisfying some constraints. In this section, we will give a new generic extension method which preserves the maximum correlation and the set size. We will also show that several infinite families of new optimal FHSs or FHS sets can be constructed from our extension.
A. New Construction of FHS Sets
The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) [32] tells us that when V and W are positive integers such that gcd(V, W ) = 1, any integer t with 0 ≤ t < V W can be uniquely represented as
where t V = t V and t W = t W . By using the CRT, it is possible to extend an FHS set to another one in the following way.
1 for a prime p 1 and a positive integer a 1 , where p 1 satisfies gcd( p 1 , N) = 1 and
be the FHS over
where t 0 = t q 1 , t 1 = t N , and η i is the function given by
Construct an FHS set Y A as
Remark: Define the L × N array associated with the FHS set X in Construction A as ⎡
The number η i (t 1 ) in Construction A is equal to the number of appearances of the symbol f = X i (t 1 ) in the subarray
.
These properties of η i will be useful to prove the optimality of the FHS set Y A . Each symbol of the FHSs in Construction A has a vector form with two components. However, the structure of the alphabet does not matter since each symbol is mapped into an available frequency by a one-to-one mapping. The Hamming correlation can be calculated by using the fact that a hit occurs only when both Y i (t) and Y j (t + τ ) in Z q 1 × F have the same components in each coordinate. The following lemma is useful to calculate the Hamming correlation of FHSs whose symbols are of a vector form with two components. It can be easily derived by combining Proposition 4 in [33] and Proposition 1. 
Proof: For 0 ≤ τ ≤ q 1 N − 1, let τ 0 = τ q 1 and τ 1 = τ N . By Lemma 6, the Hamming correlation H i, j (τ ) between Y i and Y j is given by
In order to compute H i, j (τ ), we divide the problem into two cases.
Case ii) i = j or τ 1 = 0. In this case, if
By summarizing the results of Cases i) and ii), we have
and
It is easily checked that N Y A ((a, f )) = N X ( f ) for any a ∈ Z q 1 and any f ∈ F in Construction A. Therefore, it is possible to extend the length of Y A by the factor q 2 = p a 2 2 , where a 2 is a positive integer and p 2 is a prime with p 2 > p 1 and gcd( p 2 , N) = 1. In this way, Construction A can be applied recursively infinitely many times. 
If X in Corollary 8 is optimal with respect to the Peng-Fan bound, the resultant FHS set is also optimal whenever
For example, the (9n, 3n, 3; 3)-FHS set extended from the (9, 3, 3; 3)-FHS set given in [10] is always optimal as long as n satisfies the conditions in Corollary 8. Moreover, if each FHS of X is optimal with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, it is guaranteed that each FHS in the resultant set is always optimal because nN nM = N M . Some new optimal FHS sets obtained by recursively applying Construction A are listed in Table II . Since Construction A can be applied to any existing FHS sets, it is expected that there exist some more classes of optimal FHS sets which can be obtained from our construction, but are not listed there.
Example 9: Let X {X 0 , X 1 , X 2 } be the optimal (9, 3, 3; 3)-FHS set over Z 3 given in [10] , where
It is easily checked that Let q 1 = p 1 = 11 in Construction A. The FHS Y 0 over Z 11 × Z 3 can be obtained from the 11 × 9 array in (6) , that is,
Similarly, 
B. New Optimal Single FHS
Given a length and a frequency set size, the existence of an optimal FHS with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound is not always guaranteed. For instance, it is easily checked that neither a (5, 2, 2)-FHS nor a (6, 2, 3)-FHS exists. Thus, it is also an important problem to find an optimal FHS with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, which has a length or an alphabet size not covered in the literature.
Construction A in the case of L = 1 leads to the construction of a new single FHS. Based on Construction A, it is possible to obtain new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound.
Corollary 10: Assume that there exists an optimal (N, M, λ a )-FHS X with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound, defined over F . For positive integers k and a 1 , . . . , a k ,
, Y is optimal with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound by Corollary 3.
Corollary 10 tells us that any optimal FHS with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound can be extended to an optimal FHS of a longer length over a larger set of available frequencies, if properly chosen. Some examples of new optimal FHSs are shown in Table III .
Example 11: Let X = {X (t)} 18 t =0 be the (19, 6, 3)-FHS over Z 6 given by in [13] . By applying Construction A to X with q 1 = p 1 
{X (t)}
where q is a prime power and is determined by the properties of the given FHS set. In this section, we present a new construction for optimal FHS sets with similar parameters in a different approach. Let F q be the finite field of q elements and α a primitive element of F q . For any nonzero element β of F q , we have β = α l for an integer 0 ≤ l ≤ q − 2. By using the CRT and the finite field, it is possible to construct a new FHS set.
Construction B:
Assume that q is a prime power satisfying gcd(q − 1, N) = 1 and
be the FHS over F q × F , defined as
where t 0 = t q−1 , t 1 = t N , and ζ i (t 1 ) = ζ(η i (t 1 )) with η i defined in (5) . Construct the FHS set Y B as
Proof: See Appendix. Remark: Compared with the construction in [29] , Construction B requires one additional condition that gcd(q − 1, N) = 1. 
k , AND BOTH q AND r ARE PRIME POWERS However, the alphabet size of Y B in Construction B is always exactly q M, while the alphabet size in [29] is given by q M − | |, where
for any x ∈ F q and any f ∈ F in Construction B. Hence, it is possible to apply Construction A to Y B . By combining Construction B with Construction A in this way, other classes of optimal FHS sets and FHSs with new parameters can be obtained, as shown in the following corollaries and Tables III and IV.
Corollary 13: Assume that there exists an optimal 
Note that in Corollary 10, the optimality with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound is always preserved because We showed two new extension method for constructing FHS sets. We also proved that infinitely many families of new optimal FHS sets with respect to the Peng-Fan bound as well as new optimal FHSs with respect to the Lempel-Greenberger bound can be obtained from them. Compared with the previous extension methods in [28] and [29] , our constructions give new optimal FHS sets for much more general cases, as shown in Table I . Moreover, several new classes of optimal FHSs or FHS sets are provided in Tables II-IV, whose parameters 
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